CPD EVENT

IRLA LINK & LEARN SESSION

Introduction to the London
Insurance Market
OVERVIEW
An introductory level workshop providing a learning opportunity for delegates to find
out more about the development of a particularly wide ranging area of legacy business.

TARGET AUDIENCE
This session is suitable for those who wish to know more about the insurance product
as well as exploring some, but not all, commonly used jargon.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session, delegates will be able to:
• Utilise the historic data given to consider the future of London post covid
• Draw on information given to understand the extent of the London Market
• Understand how the business of insurance placement to legacy connects

All workshop trainers have many years’ practical experience in their professional
fields, and their real life practical responses to some of the workshops do’s and don’ts
will help every delegate. Biographies can be found on the event page of our website.

Up to 2 hours CPD
Delegates participating in this IRLA training event can claim up to 2* CPD hours
towards their CPD / *excluding breaks

ONLINE
VENUE
Online event. A link will be sent with
joining instructions prior to the course.

COST

Prepay £195 incl. VAT for members.

ONLINE REGISTRATION
http://linklearnlmxonline.eventzilla.net

PROGRAMME

Agenda and introductions
Leslie-Ann Giovnilli,
Head of Learning and Development
The history of it all
600 plus years in one City...
Ed Gooda FCII SIRM, Fenchurch Park Ltd
The London Market
What does this consist of? Who or what
are part of this market?
The business of the London Market
London policies are worldwide products
and we consider the available classes.
Where has legacy come from?
Catastrophies and the spiral
Leslie-Ann Giovnilli
If the product is not insurance...?
What product does the legacy market
work with? We consider what it is that
can be done when we talk run-off.
Steve Hennessey, IRLA Ambassador AXA Liabilities Managers
Introduction to the Association and
Young Professionals Group
Gian Luigi Di Franco, IRLA YPG Committee
Thank you and feedback

